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Chapter 01:INTRODUCTION

1.1   Introduction

An internship is a professional teachable moment that gives students real-world experience in

their field of study or professional goals. An internship enables students to learn new skills while

exploring and enhancing their careers. This report is a description of my ongoing internship at

Florence Capital - A Fintech Company, Gurugram. This internship report details the activities

that helped me achieve a bunch of my stated objectives. I was assigned the profile of “MERN

Stack Developer” for my internship.In the first month of the internship, I was asked to learn

different frontend languages. After the completion of this learning process, I was assigned many

different tasks on the live project of the company.

1.2  Job Description

The introduction of engineering concepts to the creation, implementation, and technical

management is known as software engineering. Software engineering was designed to address

the challenges of low-quality software initiatives. Problems arise when software exceeds

schedules, budgets, and quality expectations. It assures that the software is built in a consistent,

correct, timely, cost-effective, and specification-compliant manner. Software engineering became

vital to keep up with the rapid depending of user needs and the context in which the program is

expected to operate.

Fig 1. Objectives of Software Engineering

The Software Engineer Trainee is responsible to assist in the design and development of
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software. The Software Engineer Trainee works with other members of the team to develop

secure and dependable software solutions. The duties and responsibilities of this position are as

follows:

● Application development (coding, programming)

● Code debugging and testing

● New software application documentation and testing

● Investigating, diagnosing, and resolving a wide range of technical challenges

● Working with senior executives

● Identifying issues and developing solutions

● Learning about new technology ahead of time

1.3  Objectives

The objective of the internship is to learn more about the programming languages like Node.js,

Express.js, MongoDB, and ReactJS.These four languages are the basic requirements for my job

profile. After the learning process, I was assigned to work on a live project for the company.

This internship provides experience to the freshers so that they can learn more about the

industry. The perspective was to gain enough knowledge so that we can work easily on the

project assigned to us.

1.4 Internship Schedule

The internship plan was as follows:

➢ February 2022

This month, I revised the HTML, CSS, and Javascript which was followed by learning

about Vue.js. I was assigned to develop different tasks on the frontend of the Florence

capital application for hands-on experience and a better understanding of the language.

➢ March 2022

To learn more about Frontend development, I learned about React.js this month. I developed

different projects for Athena Education using all three languages. This project helped me to

know how the frontend works for the web development project.
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➢ April 2022

After the completion of frontend development, I studied ApexChart Library and ReactJS for

frontend development. On learning all the languages for MERN Stack development, I was

assigned to create a Graph Task to integrate all my learnings into one project. This project

helped me to understand how the web application works.

➢ May 2022

I worked on multi-selection components and internal dashboard of the company. Worked on

the styling of the existing and developed pages using Material UI Framework.
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Chapter 02: COMPANY DESCRIPTION

2.1 Florence Capital

Florence Capital is the first FinTech company that is dedicated to exclusively serving women.

We want women to benefit from the growing economy in India.

Women have traditionally had very limited access to credit and have been left out of the credit

market by and large - closing various opportunities for them. We want to open these doors

through a transparent, ethical and innovative credit framework.

We envision a future in which all Indian women are financially independent. Providing loans is

just the beginning of our journey towards this vision.

We are building a community of women, breaking gender stereotypes & barriers as we redefine

financial freedom for women.

We use cutting-edge breakthroughs in technology and an innovative credit underwriting process

to constantly innovate the process of lending and give cash loans at low-interest rates.

Florence Capital, a multi-million-dollar tech startup, is India’s first fintech serving women

exclusively. Countless Indian women desire financial inclusiveness; therefore we launched an

app to provide credit quickly and safely. We pride ourselves on offering 100% digital loans, with

zero paperwork, all within 24 hours.

At Florence, we love to work with driven team members who are eager to grow, touch lives, and

improve society. Every one of us envisions a future in which all Indian women are financially

independent, and providing loans is just the beginning of that journey.

Florence was founded by two Princeton-educated serial entrepreneurs and backed by some of the

biggest names in global finance and technology, such as Mr. Amit Singhal (ex worldwide Head

of Google Search) and Mr. Michael Novogratz (ex Fortress Investment Group, CEO of Galaxy

Group Investments).
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Fig 2. About Florence Capital

2.2.1  How we do it

● Building technology and user experiences - that are designed to resonate with them

creating UI/UX which makes the loan journey smoother. Redefining gamification and

how women interact with credit.

● Strategy Automating the lending process (machine-driven lending) - by combining

innovation in credit policies and data science to automate our lending process.

● Innovation on the credit underwriting system - By combining the best practices in

credit underwriting with unique alternate data which we are preparing. testing and

perfecting in house.

● Focusing on ethical lending - Through a women-only customer service and loan

collection team.

● Building a community- of women to foster professional development and

entrepreneurship.
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2.2.2 The constraints of the traditional credit infrastructure

Fig 3. Constraints
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Chapter 03: TOOLS AND TECHNOLOGIES USED

3.1 Github

Software developers and engineers can use GitHub to build public-facing cloud repositories for

free. You can transfer a GitHub repository to your device, add and alter files locally, and then

"push" your changes back to the repository, where they will be visible to the public.

Repository

A repository (sometimes shortened as "repo") is a site where all of the files for a project are kept.

Each project has its repository, which you can access using a specific URL.

Forking a Repo

When you establish a new project based on an existing project, this is known as "forking." This

is a fantastic tool that greatly fosters the development of new applications and projects. If you

find a project on GitHub that you'd want to contribute to, you can fork it, make the modifications

you want, and then republish it as a new repo. You may quickly add changes to your current fork

if the original repository that you forked to create your new project is updated.

Branch

A branch represents an independent line of development. Branches serve as an abstraction for

the edit/stage/commit process. You can think of them as a way to request a brand new working

directory, staging area, and project history. New commits are recorded in the history for the

current branch, which results in a fork in the history of the project.

Head

Git’s way of referring to the current snapshot. Internally, the git checkout command simply

updates the HEAD to point to either the specified branch or commit. When it points to a

branch, Git doesn't complain, but when you check out a commit, it switches into a “detached

HEAD” state.

Git Commit
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You're ready to commit once you've staged the files you want to add. The commit message is

important regardless of whether you commit using GitHub Desktop or the command line. Short

commit statements that describe your change should be used. The commit messages will lead

you through the history of your repository, therefore they should be informative. The following

message format can be used in command-line commits:

git commit -m "git commit message example"

Pull Requests

You've forked a repository, made a fantastic change to the project, and want the original devs to

notice it—perhaps even put it in the original project/repository. Create a pull request to

accomplish this. The original repository's authors can view your work and decide whether or not

to accept it into the official project. When you submit a pull request, GitHub provides an

excellent communication channel between you and the primary project's maintainer.

3.1.2 BitBucket

Bitbucket Cloud is a Git based code hosting and collaboration tool, built for teams. Bitbucket's

best-in-class Jira and Trello integrations are designed to bring the entire software team together

to execute on a project. We provide one place for your team to collaborate on code from concept

to Cloud, build quality code through automated testing, and deploy code with confidence.
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3.2 Postman

Postman is a well-known API testing tool. APIs may be simply created, tested, shared, and

documented with the help of this tool. Postman is an Application Program Interface (API) testing

tool that may be used to create, test, develop, change, and document APIs. It's a basic graphical

user interface for executing and analyzing HTTP requests and responses. When utilizing

Postman for testing, you don't need to write any HTTP connection code. Instead, we use

Postman to connect with the API and create test suites called collections. Almost every feature a

developer can require is included in this program. This tool can do GET, POST, PUT, and

PATCH HTTP queries, as well as convert APIs.

Postman is built around a set of powerful technologies that are extremely easy to use. Postman

has become a useful tool for more than 8 million users. Postman is used for the following

reasons:

1. Accessibility- After installing Postman on the device, simply login to the account to use

it anywhere.

2. Use Collections- Users can create collections for their API calls using Postman. Each

set can create multiple requests and subfolders. It will aid in the organization of test

suites.

3. Test development- Every API request should include verification of a successful HTTP

response status to test checkpoints.

4. Automation Testing- The Collection Runner or Newman can conduct tests in multiple

repetitions or iterations, saving time for repeated tests.

5. Creating Environments- The usage of numerous environments reduces test replication

because the same collection can be used in different settings.

6. Debugging- The postman console assists in successfully debugging the tests by tracking

what data is being obtained.

7. Collaboration- To improve file sharing, you can import and export collections and

environments. You can also share the collections via a direct connection.

8. Continuous integration- It can support continuous integration.

It's as simple as typing a URL into your browser to send a request. In Postman, we can quickly
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send requests to APIs. You can use an API request to access or deliver data from a data source.

An HTTP method is required to send the API request. POST, GET, DELETE, PUT, and PATCH

are some of the most widely used methods.

➔ GET: This HTTP method is used to access the data from an API.

➔ POST: This method transmits new data.

➔ DELETE: This is used to remove or delete the existing data.

➔ PATCH: This method is used to update the existing data.

➔ PUT: This method is used to update the existing data.

Fig 4. Postman Application
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3.3 MongoDB

MongoDB is a document-oriented, cross-platform database with exceptional productivity,

availability, and easy handling. MongoDB is built on the collection and document concepts.

Database

A database is a tangible repository for data. On the file system, each database has its own

collection of files. Typically, a MongoDB server provides many databases.

Collection

In MongoDB, a collection is a group of documents. An RDBMS table is the same thing. A

collection exists within a single database. Collections do not enforce a schema. Within a

collection, different elements can be found in separate documents. In most cases, every one of

the documents in a collection has the same or similar functions.

Document

A document is made up of a set of key-value pairs. Documents have a dynamic schema.

Documents in the same collection don't really want to have the same number of fields or

architecture, and similar variables in a collection's document can contain data.

3.4.1 Advantages of MongoDB over RDBMS:

● MongoDB is a way to store data that allows you to store multiple documents in one

collection. A document's amount of features, content, and size may differ from one to the

other.

● The structure of a single thing is clear.

● No complicated connections here.

● Deep querying capabilities. MongoDB supports dynamic querying on documents using a

document-based markup language that's also nearly as effective as SQL.

● Tuning.

● The scalability of MongoDB is simple.
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● No conversion or mapping of application components to database objects is required.

● The (windowed) work set is stored in internal memory, allowing for quicker data access.

3.4.2 Uses of MongoDB:

● Data is saved as JSON-style documents in document-oriented storage.

● Indexing can be done on any attribute.

● Replication and high availability.

● Auto-Sharding

● Rich searches

● For real-time information.

● Expert assistance is provided by MongoDB.

Fig 5. An example of a MongoDB Application

3.4 Express.js
It is a Node.js web framework that includes a wide range of features for developing web and

mobile apps. It makes it easy to swiftly build Node-based Web apps. The following are some of

the important aspects of the Express framework:

● Allows middlewares to build up responses to HTTP queries.
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● Creates a routing table depending on the HTTP Method and Address to perform various

actions.

● Allows you to dynamically generate HTML pages using template arguments.

Fig 6. Express Framework

3.4.1 Advantages of Express.js
1. Quickly and easily creates Node.js web applications.

2. Configuration and customization are simple.

3. You could use HTTP methods and URLs to define application routes.

4. There are various middleware modules included that can be used to carry out extra

requests and responses.

5. Several template engines, such as Jade, Vash, EJS, and others, are easy to use.

6. Allows you to choose a middleware for error handling.

7. It's simple to provide static files and resources from your app.

8. Creates a REST API server for you.

9. Connecting to databases like MongoDB, Redis, and MySQL is simple.

3.5 React

ReactJS is a Javascript framework for constructing declarative, fast, and adaptable user interface

components. It's a component-based front-end framework that manages the app's view layer

exclusively. Jordan Walke, a software engineer at Facebook, conceived the idea. Facebook

invented and maintains it, and it's later used in Facebook products like WhatsApp and Instagram.

Although ReactJS was designed around 2011 for Facebook's feed area, it was first publicly

published in May 2013.

The most common website architecture today is MVC (model view controller). React is the view
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in the MVC design, whereas Flux or Redux is the architecture.

A ReactJS application is made up of numerous components, each being responsible for

generating a reusable piece of HTML code. Components are the foundation of all React

programs. Complex applications can be developed using simple building blocks by nesting these

components with other components. ReactJS interconnects the DOM-based technique for

populating data in the HTML DOM. Because the virtual DOM alters specific DOM components

rather than refreshing the full DOM, it is fast.

To create a React app, we create React components that correspond to various aspects. The

application structure is made up of these components, which are arranged into higher-level

components. Consider a form containing the required fields, labels, and buttons, among other

things. Each form component can be created as a React element, which we then combine to build

the form component. The form elements would describe the structure and parts of the form.

ReactJS' major purpose is to construct a User Interface that aids program performance. It makes

use of a virtual DOM (JavaScript objects), that speeds up the app. In JavaScript, the virtual

DOM is quicker than the traditional DOM. ReactJS can also be used on server and client sides,

as well as with other frameworks. Component and data structures are used to frame and make

app maintenance easier.

Fig 7. An example of a ReactJS application
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3.5.1 Features of ReactJs

Fig 8. Features of ReactJS

ReactJS is quickly becoming the most popular JavaScript framework among web developers. It

is an important part of the front-end ecology. The following are some of ReactJS' key features:

● JSX

JavaScript XML is abbreviated as JSX. It's a syntax extension for JavaScript. ReactJS uses an

XML or HTML-like syntax. This syntax is converted into React Framework JavaScript calls. It

enhances ES6 to allow HTML-like text and JavaScript react code to coexist. It is not required

to utilize JSX, however, it is strongly recommended in ReactJS.

● Components

Components are at the heart of ReactJS. A ReactJS application consists of several components,

each with its logic and controls. These components are reusable, which makes it easier to keep

the code clean while working on larger projects.

● One-way Data Binding

ReactJS is designed to handle one-way data binding or unidirectional data flow. One-way
16



data-binding allows you to have more control over your application. If the data flow occurs

oppositely, additional characteristics are required. Because components are designed to be

immutable, and the data they contain cannot be modified, this is the case. Flux is a pattern that

aids in data unidirectionality. This increases efficiency by making the application more

versatile.

● Virtual DOM

The original DOM object is represented by a virtual DOM object. It functions similarly to a

one-way data binding. The complete UI is re-rendered in virtual DOM representation whenever

any changes are made to the web application. Then it compares the differences between the old

and new DOM representations. After that, the true DOM will only update the things that have

changed. This speeds up the application and eliminates memory waste.

● Simplicity

ReactJS makes use of a JSX file, which makes the program easy to code and comprehend. We

already know that ReactJS is a component-based solution that allows you to reuse code as

needed. This makes it easy to use and understand.

● Performance

The speed of ReactJS is well-known. This distinguishes it from other frameworks currently

available. This is due to the fact that it manages a virtual DOM. The Document Object Model

(DOM) is a cross-platform computer programming API for HTML, XML, and XHTML. The

DOM is purely memory-based. As a result, we didn't even write directly to the DOM while

creating a component. Instead, we'll create virtual components that will be converted into the

DOM, resulting in smoother and faster performance.

3.6 Node.js

Node.js is an open-source and cross-platform JavaScript runtime environment. It is a commonly

used tool for almost any task. Node.js runs the V8 JavaScript engine, which is at the core of

Google Chrome, outside of the browser. As a consequence, Node.js is lightning quick.
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Node.js software runs in a single operation rather than creating a new process for each request.

The standard library of Node.js offers a set of asynchronous I/O semantics that prohibit

JavaScript code from stopping, and modules in Node.js are frequently built using non-blocking

paradigms, thus blocking behavior is an exception to the general rule.

When Node.js performs an I/O operation, such as receiving from the connection, entering a

database, or entering the filesystem, instead of suspending the process and spending CPU cycles

awaiting a response, Node.js will begin the activities as soon as the response is received. This

allows Node.js to handle hundreds of concurrent connections without incurring the cost of thread

concurrency control, which may be a major source of mistakes.

Node.js has a significant benefit since billions of frontend programmers who develop JavaScript

for the internet can now generate server-side code in combination with client applications

without needing to learn another language. You shouldn't have to rely on all of our users'

browsers to upgrade to use the new ECMAScript standards in Node.js because you can choose

ECMAScript version use by updating the Node.js edition, and you can additionally facilitate

certain experimental features by running Node.js with flags.

3.7 Jira Software

Jira Software Cloud helps teams of all types manage work, in whatever flavor of agile works

best. Jira embraces the real agile philosophy by giving you a simple platform that is also highly

customizable so that you can implement the process and elements that work best for your

case/project and with a rich out-of-the-box feature set that represents elements of multiple agile

project management techniques.
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Figure 10: Jira - RoadMap

Figure 11: Jira - Agile Boards
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Figure 12: Jira - WorkFlow Engine

Figure 13: Jira - Devops Metrics
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Chapter 04: LIVE PROJECT

4.1 Description

The major task of the project is to Collection and CDL team comments/Feedback should be

accessible to Credit Team. I mainly have to create three internal dashboards for the company.

Which were Cdl dashboard, Collection Dashboard, and Credit dashboard Changes.

Fig 14. Cdl Dashboard edit box
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Fig 13. Cdl Dashboard

4.2 Features of the dashboard

Feature 1: In the Pre-Credit Feedback tab, Agents can write comments about customers by

pressing the “Add Feedback” button. (Screen 1)

Feature 2: It will be saved by date and agent name. (Screen 2)

Feature 3: Agents can write multiple comments.

Feature 4:  very same comments will be visible on Credit Dashboard as well.

4.3 Collection dashboard
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Figure 15: collection dashboard - edit box

Feature 1: Agents can write comments about customers. (present CDL design is to remain the

same). (Screen 1)

Feature 2: Agents will fill the category (Drop-down). (Screen 1)

Feature 3: It will be saved by date and agent name.

Feature 4: Agents can write multiple comments.

Feature 5: very same comments will be visible on Credit Dashboard.

Figure 16: collection dashboard
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4.4 Credit Dashboard Changes

Create Intel Page on Credit Dashboard and Integrating the Cdl dashboard and the collection
dashboard in a view only mode.
Feature 1: There is to be a separate tab,”Intel” for feedback and comments of CDL and

collection teams.

Feature 2: If there are any comments, a green dot will show up in the Intel tab.

Feature 3: In the Intel tab, credit officers can click on the feedback/comments and see the

details left by CDL/collection.

Figure 17: Intel dashboard
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Figure 18: Intel dashboard - reviews and comments

Figure 19: collection dialog box
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Figure 20 - cdl dialog box

4.5 Code

The basic code of background.js is as follows.
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4.4.1 Cdl Dashboard
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4.4.2 Collection Dashboard
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4.4.4 Intel Page
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4.5 Results

After building the cdl dashboard with edit and view comment feature and the collection dashboard
with view and edit review functionality. As a result Correct data was displayed on the intel page of the
credit dashboard, using v-dialog box in a view only mode.
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Chapter 05: CONCLUSION

5.1 Conclusion

In conclusion, this internship has become a wonderful and rewarding experience. I can say that

my stay with Florence Capital - A Fintech Company was quite beneficial to me. Needless to say,

the technical components of my work aren't perfect and, given enough time, could be improved.

As someone who had no prior experience with MERN stack development, I think the effort I

spent learning and understanding about was well spent, as it helped to construct a fully effective

web service. Two of the most significant lessons I've learned are time management and

self-motivation.

5.2 Mentor’s Review

He started training on ReactJS and Vue.js and within a month he started working on a live

project. He is a very talented, quick learner, and open to new skills and approaches.

Abhinav Kumar
Chief Technical Officer
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